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ABSTRACT

A testing ptogram was initiated by U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
to conduct dynamic tests on torque balanced wire and synthetic rope. The tests were
conducted at the laboratories oF Preformed Line Products Company, Cieveland, Ohio.

The scope of the work was to provide daote so that a basis can be established
to select the best type of line for ioad-andlir'g purposes in the deep ocean environment.
The tests consisted of tension vs elongation, rotation and kink formation, and longitudinal
dynamic response.

The tension elongation tests yielded data typical to stranded line construction.

The rotation-kink test; revealed fhat negligible ratutions resuited in ihe test
cables when under load and that no kinks were farmed when the load was suddenly
released.

The dynamic response tests showed th-ut the measured dynamic stresses were
dependent upon the exciting frequency. The natural frequency for the synthetic rope"
cample was 0.3 cps and 0.6 cps for the wire rope.



The tests indicated that the highest values of combined static and dynamic
stresses occur at resonance wiich could cause failure ol" the cable at poiits of high
stress concentration.

It is recommended that some hydraulic parameters and random excitation be
introduced in the future testing of this type. Stress relieving fitt'n-s should be
investigated for use on load handling 1nes in the ocerjn environment.
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Inltmction

The ,t ing program described herein -.vs conducted for the Neaval Civi!
Engineering Labo r ry, Cm ract No. N62399-49-C-0013, on government
furnished stool were rc and syntheti rope. Tre tests were condu ted at the
labortorios of ftefomed V~e Products Company, Cleveland, Ohie.

The objecti-ve of this work was to provide .est data to bo anakyzed and
evaluated as a basis for the selection of the best type of top* for Iood-handilng
purpo.s in the deep.oceon environment. The typos of tests conducteA comistad
of temion vs elon~qtion, rotation and kink fomwticn, and longitudinal dynamic
repone.

TENSION VS ELONGATION TEST

Description of Test EqipMet

The tuipment used to conduct the tensic elongction tests was a horizotial
testing machine with a loading cooarity of 50,000 poun.s and o spon length of 66 feet.
Fig. 1 is a sche~atic of le equipment.

The test machine has noreotating clevis ends, one attached to a hydraulic ram
and the other t, on odiustoble ded-t-M. The hydraulic system has a constant pressume
pump with o flow control to vory the loading rwne. The load *insing systo, s copsed
of commercial la4 ce.ls installed in series with electronic components and a 24-inch
dial rmdout with varying load ranges up to 50,000 pounds.



Because of the subetoritia! differences in the physicol properties of the
wire r'ope and the sywtrhetic rope, the t-est setup was modified to suit thc4 respective
test somples, Sinct ,he strength of the wire rope exceeded the. test machine loading
capacity, a force4.Nubling pulley arrangemnmt was applied betw'aen the machine ram
and its '"e and one end of the test sample. A 200,000-pound load cell was installed
In series wil the test sample to sense the load an. a Doldwin SR-4 Strain A-mlyzer was
e,7plcy;,, to measure tb-! fernik food in the test sample as shown in Fig. 2. Optical
cathometers were used to measure the elongation. Fig. 3 shows the setup used.-

The double podley arrangement was rcot used fc~w testing the synthi.tic rope-,
havwever, because a§ the strL-tch characteristics of the rope. The calculated elongation
of the rope revealei tna' the machine ram travAd wa: insufficient. Therefore, turn-
buckles were used in l ine with the test wmfple to take uj' the ;iitinI steetch. Fig. 4
shows the test setup used. Elongation was mecasured wvith ~:steel tape to the nearest
1/8 In~ch.

Test Semples

All tests were perhrrned using g-7ve't-ment furriiiFrd steel ~3erope and
synthetic rop -. The wire rnpe was new ., H wae, there was evidence that the
2yrithetic rope hod been in 3ervice p.'ior to testing. The contractor was responsible
for test smple terminations. The loops in th,- synthetic rope samples wero formed
by Samson Cordage, bosfon, Massascusetts; and the wire rope was terminat-ed with
spelter socket fittings. Specifications of the respective ropes are listed ir, Figs. 5
and 6.

Test Pkoc'.-dure

Each test sample was placed in the !est machine and puiled taut to an initial
tension of 1,.00 poumis. A 60-inch g~g length was then marked with an acc-racy
of *1/?6 inch.

Additional tensile load wis then applied at the rak, of 0.619 ;nches per
minute in 5,000-pound incremnets. These incre'nental foads woere hold for one
mi~mt During the load-holding periods, the cori*sponding elorgations of the goge
length wee measured at the beginning and again at the endcof the holdig periodls.
The duplicate mecsurements vim, made in orticiotion of possle humcq- error., and

&possible creep in ^.he line mateigil. Measurements we,* taken up to 60prcart
-)f the rated breaki;g strerqgth of tha aw-' *,rial., The test -,awmpei were then pol led to

Test Results

Test results for tivt wire iope are tob',.lated ir Tables- I and 11 and shown in
curveP form in Fig. 7.



Test results for the synthebic rope are tabulated in Table !11 aind shcwn
in curve form in Fig. 8.

The ultimate fracture occurred at or near the termir,,: - device Fbr 'oth
types of material. Fig. 9 reveals that the wire rope fa;led at mr edge of the zinc
socket and Fig. 10 clearly shows the failure of the synthetic rope at the junction
of the loop and the long end of the rope.

D'iscussion

The following problems were encountered during this series of tests.

The breaking strength of the wire rope exceeded the test machine cap* 4y.
A method tc. obtain Figher loading was devised to utilize the existing test equipmirt.

The ram travel of the test machine was limited. A system and technique to
take up the extensive stretch of synthetic rope had to be devised and employed.

Failures of the test samples below the rated breaking strength was a serious
problem. in the case of the synthetic rope, the required elongation readinp' prior
to failure .to r o measured because of the premature failure. This also caused
corcern fto the safey of the laboratory personnel who were taking elongation
readings. Nonrepeatability and deviation in measured data was evident.

In order to obtain confident elongation readings on the wire rope, several
samples were tested. In the first samples, problems developed with the hydraulic
system and the sample was cycled several times before it failed. The test sample
was loaded to the capacity of the test machine and then the load was released
and a pulley arrangement was installed. This technique resulted in a discontinuity
and a hysteresis curve as shown in Fig. 11.

A second sample was tested. There was a strong deviation of data in this
test and upon inspection of the test sample it was noted that at one socket fitting
a strand had slipped out prematurely which could have caused the erratic readings.
This data wai. discarded.

The most dependable cta was obtained from the third sample tested and
the data is presented in Fig. 7.

Additional samples of Tho synthetic rope were not tested because it was
decided that the one tfi cleariy indicated the weakness of the synthetic rope
termination. To conduct further testing would have required cdditional time and
expenditure to design, develop and nanufactus-e a special end fitting to hold th3
fuil-raored strongth of the synthetic rope.
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For multistra?,ded cable such as used in these tests, the attainment of full
rated breakirg strength depends a great deal upon the uniform loading of the
individual strands. This is not a simple task when using most commercial fittings.

Due to intrinsic variations in the tensile and physical properties of a
terminated cable, several test samples should be tested in order to yield enough
data to determine an effective holding strength and a representative cable modulus
of elasticity Unfortunately, extra test samples were not available because of the
limited amount of material cn hand and for the economic reasons mentioned earlier.

ROTATION AND KINK FORMATION TESTS

Test Equipment and Setup

The laboratory was faced with the prohlem of testing relatively long lengths
at various high loads in a vertical configuration. Eesting laboratory equipment did
not hove the required amount of weight, the lifti.g ;opacity nor the needed heights.
Therefore, it was decided to conduct the rotation and kink tests outdoors at a local
scrap yard where the weights and a crane with lifting and height capocity were
available.

Each test sample was vertically suspended from a boom having a locked clevis
attachment at the top. The bottom end of the suspended test sample was loaded with
attached weightt and was free to rotate.

Four groups of preweighed weights were used for each test sample. Weights
of 2,250, 4,500, 6,900, 9,000 pounds were used to test the synthetic rope samples,
and 4,100, 7,800, 11,800, 15,400 pounds :were used to test the wire rope samples.

A 36-inch machinist scale was suspended From an upper gage mark of each
test sample to meas.'e elongation.

Visual observations of the associated rotations were made by means of
stationary and rotating markers, one on the ground ai.. one on the attached weight
assembly, respectively.



Test Samples

Eighr test samples were prepaed a= foWs:m

Test $=vile No,. i 19 feet 2 inches synthetic
Too Somple 111o. 2 10 foet Il1l./8 i-nches Wire

res Sompliv tN. 3 19 Cret 5/8 inch SYnthetic
Test Somple o4 10 foot I1 1/8 inches Wire
Test SOMPle No 5 I8 feet 9 5/8 inches Synthetic
Test Sample Wo. 6 10 fo.t 1; 5/9;ce W;irs-
Test Sanvple No. 7 17 feot I111/3 inmhes Synthetic
Test Saepl No. 8 11fee. i mnch Wire

The lengn-is 1'-r th wirw rope wvera, Rvosurod friom Mutb-j*-mo'aV* of.(
iRcket iting. - VA lerVjth for the synthatic rope -we measured ft"e pin-to-pin -

At !4* beineghg a! a~tott, tI.-; test WaMplos wert ;welowW~ with a toae
load OF M0~ PXr,&. At Otir Vv tAm initial nominal wasth measured, file

~ L~e teigri was mW~red, vwsixc'I augm fir t en'd raturwp was ace,-faned
and a bench. ur~c A0 ravii'ng, F--r subsequent roation was obtained.

"AnI soo 2Was7I - I?" andC the 11wired woignis Wer. ottacnu
o the t&A --~a -. Vecodod tea ssceple was *.hen raised off the grounid.

Dwhi2 ttP raixinT pocms Ow weghed end wa monul;y hted by *j techni~on
in th6 zero psaifiohi- The wwwnal rotational restraint was theni released and the
osisibly Was Cilowd -Io rotate and oscillote freely. Obse--ations of the direction
and wtagnitue of the naximr roidlion; werv mode and recoeded. When the
oscillations st~oppod, tie efangotion position of the lowver gage ark was woosued
and recorded. (Fg. 12)

The weighted aembly was then dropped to the ground by rapidy lowering
the boom.- The test somple wasm allowed to coltuipse several feet. COiservotiom for
WAn forvwtio-.- were then mod*. Rigs. 13 arda 14 sh~w the collapsed cable wf~l a*
kinks.

Test R09suirs

The reults or* tabulated in Tables IV and V. Grzaphs wzr* not constructed
becaome the observed 2ngulor rottions were c=lntively mis' --wA inconsistent.
An w~mnpie of th-s inconsiztency con be seen in Table V. Dviiig Its outdoor -'esting
of the syntioetkm rope, the somp~e rotated 225 degrees af a od of 4,500 pounds. At
a load of 6,900 pounds, the sample roatd 45 degmeas, and at ',000 pounds, '935 degrees.
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Discussion

Prior to testing, lot was assumed that the conftructioalily torque-balanctd
lest sormples wovld tend .to twist when loaded oxially and Yhat they would form
charactrstic iks upon sudden telease of the tensilo load, The~ testrssults
indicae otherise, and all tne tests showed cc'mpwatively lintle or no rotation
and no kinkcs were formed. Becaws of the unexpected results, sevra~l repeftitious
tests were run. Asa surift of cechecks in the laborotory on tt horizontal
testing machine were conducted to compare with data obtained co~tocrs. In 0*e
laboratory the tat samples were attoched v'. a rotating clevis of tsd-4bearin9
inontruetion on one end to allow the sample fe-edoh1 -of rotation durein loading,
Despite some frictional resistance cf the rotating Co'evis, these la orawty rechecks
stubstantially cerresponded witS. the outdoor results regardirb2 the order (4 mognitude
for the expecte$ angular rolotion. Aan hs nua oeet eew. ml
in covipariton with what mi*h be expected fram Multistrand cable nthw,1r-fi
torque-balance design features.

IThese test teswAts ind.coto thist the gonufoctwrs claim to a torque-bakncad
fine Were vi--tually Substantic'ed& at loost for the lengtt of the teat samles employed.
Ths does no imply tHat tni* test samples were freeof torque conditions. rth.test
results 6igl aftention to Owe eed far 7nite rotatot-Al moom. -. s, 44"mn this 4aoo
is required to extrapolate saple longibs to substwntially lonvGr leo~grt of torque-
bakem-ed ca~ble .

U2? resitMs of no kink Famotw indicated fimt the torque developed undAeir
!o-d vvcs .wgligib'. for thate c"b cownw-,tions, ruouiting 01. no roeation - Therefore,
tf re was no cable distorti.e which wouid caue kinks in the cbl, shoulId a stock
condition suddedly -lee10.

DYNAI1C RESPONISE

Consdrctiom AMa' tov Testing

The iaboratory was faced with nuwarou test-,engirwng Woblem piar to
testing. esprb adneIrstvesltoso dcrbdaoio.

Interpretation of reolioi-c sec-state Period; coMVRrepod to relatiVely low
freueniesin ztemi4e excitokioc 'v.hich were couLqed with relatively semi;l cyclIc-

~pecimer.- disp4acenents.

In order to detemine th~e modifikations r d to match our *)exisi'
*Wipoce capolis with.'Ie tast " pmownc* rogqrvoeris Gs outlinte., the
basic d,-nwmic of the tea pc o~m furteranalyzeod. The N.C E .L.
Technical Report t4* - 433 (ADt 631 2671 wns reviowed GMd the *uashamoticaC
vwodel was converted to a lcbcmotnrv test node!. S&=n efforts revealed tfw
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1.Fndauental resononce can occur at relatively low frequencies
fc,. both rope materials, particulorly when design poametrnei~ wefe
scaled down to those of a laborotory test model.- C*!Culctians are
;ncluded at the wid of the text.

2, The magnitude of the Cyclic axial displocements did not enter into
the Aymkc response of the tout-rope nms ystem.

3. The i-stallation of ontoher weight at the diinr "n of tie teat
"pn,~ for the PU.rPcO Of mahifamning 0 n~lAnOl rope "i Oft -i;M

the 4:yclic excifttion, did not msentiolly affect tiemnn response,
poniculorly at -. son~nce.

Pracricol tes eqipnt modifiications, and a test proceoue and W"t
,**re devised and employsid. Such Aquivmenf was be.N.eyed to pu'cwde -o' U.
simulation of tie dynamics involved irt a vi~dtcol ocearp-l .Ift System.

The eqLpeL± a.ay, vis s*own in Figs. 1S and M. wo dsed, iobvicated
and amembled f~ ccnde.,ti.g Wiis sse~ of tests.

After same preimiry tests using tMe wre rope tes sampe taqjipawet aid
technique s6hrdc-down pariod), A--. 4 smc Fbrcos a! rmnnwiicoted fiie n*Wi
for vstol mpe tlaminating fiffirVg3 - TWi uqir~e'i be oacg*e for the
sy~theic rop* =WeteWo, in ;;qk of tOW ftemsinaion deficiency e~peieced With
the loop t*TWWnotion durei Owe prev~cxa tension. a9r~otion taft.

Boca;** *F this ew~iy an wxvcpwIoted tencion of 46w vivhw-c ropet
wos developed and woz cycWe bahween '1),OO ajnd 20AWO ptoim& qempqcle reqion
under the 4nr-nic. too eqtgpftene in~ Ow tentie ?esin wichine witxA any slippae.

teat Swiple

tot% ty~pes of roe umeri vw*r fsxvsie by H-C-14-L. O)viy wve cato
tong$~ and eqmd with tera.~m!firg fittinjo. The Iwaob of tOe wir tape t*
Smiple '.m 1 16 SWo 7 ine'ae - The lenZI of( the syritiC raps -eW NMV*c W4
127 fiet 3 inclkm. 50th Wofg we* memxed pJiaer a rnma. ntW*emron- c4 GO
POWxk te~n ; -uia resing in "h tog? span.

I= wirt. GiSp. f~r th* wire re we identicol to these describd

rhe lemFin.- fitiai for ule srh.ictpe wore s&onsrucrd as 521o;-S:

a. row car, and te ctr layer ianm ware .,ntwi~wi a*d
thwov'ghty weted avili Scotch-Coot ?;. 9 tos:ir- 9-M Pro&-s'.

b . V6. 0o!er-loyw~ stru were ePe-y pk' -.-A
vwedyd by a snefO!ic car.e pce-c poin% I!* ir4;de itJof
the Clevus-iYPe sockett fini.t~v
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c. The core strands were fed through the large center hole of
the wedging cone piece. The extended core strands were
radially mushroomed outward.

d. The entire assembly was Shan potted with Scotch-Cast No. 9
resin, making particularly certain that sufficient resin was
present in the necked cavity of the fitting.

Test Equipment, Setup and Instrumentation

The test equipment, setup and instrumentation were common to both test
srmples of wire and of synthetic rope, The overall arrangement is shown schematically
in Fig. 17. The constituents were as follows:

Abutments provided the supporting structure for the spanned test assembly.

Guides offered horizontal guidance at three d-fferent locations along
the span to minimize vibration to the test span.

Turnbuckles provided a means of fine adjustment in tensioning the
test samples to the desired nominal 10,000-pound line tension.
One clevis stud of each turnbuckle was instrumented with
strain gages to measure axial tensile load.

Pillow Blocks provided the longitudinal guidance for the actuating
lTilges. These pillow blocks were constructed of Thomson
linear ball bearings, thus offering minimal sliding friction.

Loading Beams & Dead Weights provided load multipliers and the
maintenance of line tension. The driving beam end transmitted
the sinusoidal excitation. The pivoting beams were constructed
with antifriction ball bearings.

Load Cells were used to sense the tension variations at the input and
output ends. The safe working load fcr both load ceIs was
18,000 pounds.

Linear Variable Differential Transformers were used to measure the
iongfit uclnal i dsp1ace-meni-s.

Drive Mechanism provided the cyclic longitudinal displacements at
varioblo frequencies and amplitudes. The mechanism consisted
of a variable gear motor, sprocket-chain, jack-shaft reducrion
stage, driving a variable crank-arm, four-slide mechanism.
The slider was attached to the pivoted beam through a p-n-slot.
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Instrumentation recorder was a Honeywel No. 1020 multichannel
oscJilograph. It was complPmented with a Heiland oscillator
and carrier amplifiers. The recording galvos were of 1,600 cps
response.

Test Procedure

The test samples were installed between the abutments of one of the 125-foot
vibration beds. In order to arrive at the correct final installed test sample lengths
between t , end abutments required a predetermination of the load-free length of
the test zaple.

For the wire rope, theoretical calculations of the required length were rather
straightforward. However, for the synthetic rope, predetermination of the length was
not so easily accomplished. The theoretical calculations of the stretch only provided
a regional length• The exact length dimension was difficult to determine because of
the various inaccuracies of the physical data used to calculate the strtch length when
under load. One of these factors was looseness of the external layer of the synthetic
rope. Therefore, a trial and error method was used. That is, a length of rope was
installed and the length under load was noted. The sample was then removed and
shortened and then reterminated. The final load-free length resulted in a much shorter
length than the calculations indicated. The test samples were pulled into position by
using ratchet type line hoists. The test samples were then secured in the test span when
the iiiline load reached 10,000 pounds for the wire rope and 13,000 pounds for the
synthetic rope. When the pulling end device was removed, the span line tension dropped
to somewhat bI~ ow the required test load.

The final nominal tensioning to test load was accomplished by adjusting the
turn uckles which were installed in series with the test samples. After acquiring
the desired test tension, the guides were attached to eliminate transvrse vibration
of the test samples.

The required instrumentation used to sense the predetermined test parameters
was then installed and calibrated. This instrumentation consisted of two LVDT's to
measure the dieplacement at either end and two load cells to measure the force
variations ut the input and output end. During the -unning of the test all the force
and displ'cement signals were simultaneously recorded on the oscillograph.

To reach the low natural frequency of the tested taut-rope moss system, the
driver mechanism was started at a speed above resonance, then incrementally swept
upward about 5 cps and swept downward until the resonant frequency was reached,
At resonance, the driven end of the wire rope displayed significantly !arge omlitude3
of displacement.

In the case of thv synthetik rope, resonance was not obtainable from the
machine drive because its lowest geared downspeed was not low enough to approach
the natural frequency of the system. The method used to obtain the natural frequency
was to rap the driven beam t the rate of about two or three times a second untVl an
apparent and sustaining resonance resulted.
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In each test, simultaneous oscillographic recordingsofthe four sensors
were taken at incremental excited frequencies with two or three different
longitudinal displacement amp!itudes. After completing the dynamic test, the
setups were disassembled and the individual moving parts were weighed. A list
of these weights is presented in Table XVII, so that correlations with the associated
analytics can be accomplished.

Test Results

Tesf results for the wire rope are tabulated in Tables Vi through X and
shown in curve form in Fig. 18.

Test results for the synthetic rope are tabulated in Tables XI through XVI

and shown in curve form in Fig. 19.

A typical recording of the dyncmic response data is presented in Fig. 20.

These tests clearly indicated that the dynamic amplitudes and stress in the
rope were dependent upon the exciting input frequency. This dependence can be
more specifically related to the ratio of the exciting frequency and the natural
frequency for a given tout-rope mass system. Although maximum dynamic amplitudes
were always obtained at resonance, maintaining resonance was observed to be very
difficult because the resonance frequencies peaked over sharply and the delineation
between resnnc=nt na ionresonant states was quite abrupt. Consequently, most of
the test results were obtained under nonresonant conditions. At these conditions,
the driven end was virtuilly at a standstill. This indicated that the input-exciting
displacements caused elastic elongations in the test snmples.

Since the synthetic rope has a lower spring constant and associated dampening,
it had to be excited with larger longitudinal displacements than the wire rope in order
to yield readable datc.

Discussion

Selection of the fr quency spectrum

The taut rope-mass arrangement of this experimentation could be
compared to a spring-mass system with the support being sinusoidally excited.
The natural frequency of such a simplified system is dependent upon the
effective spring constant and the suspended mass.

In relating labotxtory testing to a specific oceanographic application,
the k/rn expression can vary widely. Such !arge variations can be caused by
the rope material, its length and the "virtuat" moss of the submerged corntituents.
The laboratory expcriments indicated the rope material and length appeared to
be the most effective parameters. Since the effective spring constant, k, varies



inversely with the length of a line, relati,,ely low natural frequencies would
be expected. In this regard, the experimental setup simulated a considerably
longer rope length than the test sample due to the modifying dynamic effect
of the lever arm ratio, a/I, for the pivoting beam.

The employment of relatively low test frequencies can be further
supported by laboratory test efforts in attempting to obtain and observe
maximum dynamic stresses in the cable. Maximum dynamic stresses-are
most easily obtained at fundamental resonance; that is when the frequency
of the exciting source equals the fundamental frequency of the taut rope
system. In reference to sea applications, the heaving movement of a ship
is characterized by low frequencies.

Therefore, when the above aspects are c:ombinec the selection of
the reported test freqoency spectrum (0.3 to 5.0 cps) appears to be in order
with realistic line parameters and with the expected excitations at sea.

Maximum stress

Measurements of the dynamic stresses indicated they can be of
significant magnitudE occurring almost simultaneously and of equc;l magnitude
at both ends in the relat*elyshort laboratory test samples. Consequently,
fatigue may become a serious concern for an actual sea applicatior.

The most likeiy occurrence of incipient fatigue may be at or near
the ship end, because at that h.tcation the state of combined stresses is the
most severe. In contrast, the magnitude of the combined stresses decreases
with increasing depth along a nonbuoyant line due to diminishing line weight.
However, high local stress concentration can result from attaching to the
cable some fittings and appendages which do not have stress-relieving design
features. These conditions can cause an early failure of the cable. In such
cases, failure usually occur where these fittings are located along the submerged
line.

Combinod stress

A load-handling rope in the ocean can bhand usually is, subjected
to a combination of stciic and dynamic stresses which can exceed the critical
stress of the rope material and cause failure. These stresses ore usually axial,
torsional, flexural and radial compressive and are generally identifiable.
Howae,'r, radial compressive stresses are not easily defined and do not lend
themselves to analytical solutions. For example, in the case where two layers
of individuol wi-es are stranded in opposite lay cJ;rection, as in double-armored
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cable, there is point-to-point contact between the two lcyers and any
radial compressive stresses, such as passage over a sheave or the attachment
of any bolted hardware to the line, will contribute to the high levels of
localized st. ,ss concentration.*

The need ior endurance information under combined stresses and
wet conditions have become apparent. Such data would provide an ultimate
meaning to field ar,4 laorotory determinations.

Elongations

During the post it was observed that at resonaoce the elastic
elongations of the rope were toward the driven or output end. During
nonroeonance the elongation took place in the opposite direction, toward
the input or simulated ship end. This can be observed from Fig. 19, and
by notIng the dynamic response Tables VI through XVI. Referring to Fig. 19,
at resonant frequencies the output-input ratio is relatively high compared to
the nonfrequency ratios.

For example, fi'om Fig, 19 and Table VIl, at a frequency of .60 cps
the input displacement is 90 mils and the output displacement is 700 mils.
The ratio is 7.78. However, at a nonresonant frequency of 1.5 cps and
Wigher, the ratio tends to become flat but at a much lower value of .040 at
3 .00 cps.

Relating thee observations to a combined construction of wire and
synthetic ropes, then substantially ol , the dynamic elongations would occur
in the synthetic rope whether at resonance or at norresonance.

?roblems encountered

Some experimental problem areas may be outlined as:

1. A comprehensive test engineering analysis wis necessitated
prior to the design of the experimental equipment.

2. The appropriateness, limitations and modifications of the
existing facilities had to be thoroughly explored.

3. The need for a suitable, dynamic terminating firting for the
synthetic rope was required and hod te be constructed so as
to insure successful completion of the test program.

J. C. Poffenberger, E. A. Copadonc, and R. B. Ster, "Dynamic testing of cables,"
Transactions, 2nd Annual Marine Technology Society Conference, Washington, D. C.,
Exploiting the ocean, pp 485-523. June 27 - 29, 1966.
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The lobotatory experirenrs indiicated the rope material and length appeared
to be the pcwometers which most affected the k/rn expression. The tests also confirmed
the relatively low natural frequeinicv which were expected it-. the consid( roble longer
rope lengths used in the ocean.

The laboratory tests also indicated that the maximum 4yromic stresses usually
occur at fuidomental resonaont frequencies of the zope system. Measurements of these
dynamic stresses showed that they can ba of significant magnitude occurring simul-
taneously at both ends of the relatively seort laboratory samples. A study of F;9 20
and the dynamic response tables indicute this situation and also reveal that at resonance
thte elastic elongations of the rope are toward the driven or outp~ut end.- During
nonresononce, the elongation tckes; place in the opposi.-e direction, toward the simulated
ship end

ECOMMENDATIONS

I . Closer simut'ation of the sea application may be obtained by inteodicing same
of the hydraulic parcmeters, viz., drag, buoyancy.

2. Rindom loeding of test samples- should be investigated. Under randomi loading
conditions, low frequency resonance becomes difficult to sustain because the
resonant frequencies peLaked very sharply and the dolineotion between resonant
and norvesonant state was abrupt.

3.Endurance data for various rope material is needed and is of great impctar-*
in the sea environment. The needed endurance data could be categorized as a
high state of stress combined with a low cycle life, and a low state of stress
combined with high cycle Wie.

4. Terminating fittings thcuid be carefully selected in conjunction with the
associated dynamic-- since the weakest link in some systems is at or near the
termination.

5. A reliable terminating device should be designed and empioyed, in order to
establish an adequate bosis for comparison and selection of the best type of
line for load-handling purposes. rhen, a relatively !orge nvnber of samples
should be tested. Testing cf several samples is desirebl* for any material.- This
desirability becoms especially acute for stranded line materials which ore
inherently characterized by nonuniformity of loading al[" the indAividual strands;
and/or among their groiupings.

6. More sophisticated instrtrnentation should be developed to obtain vernier rotation
measurements which could become useful, so that the amount of rotation fro~n
reiativeiy short lenth laboratory samples could be 3di-apoloted to loner field
lengths.- If kx'ips hod been formed ond kinkts 4evelopeed on short lengths in the
laboratory, then it could be safely assummed that loops and kinks will form on
very long lengtin.
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7. It is re:ommended that the rotation kink formation phase of testing be further
invastigated from th6 standpoint of determining how much rotation is actually
needed to form a loop and a kink.
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TABLE I

TENSION ELONGATION DATA FOR WIRE ROPE SAMPLE NO. I *

Gage Length -. 60 inches

:st Loading Cycle Unloading Cycle 2nd Loading Cycle**

Load Elongation Load Elongation Load Elongation

(!s) ins) Obs) (ins) nb) tons)

1,000 .000 50,000 .306 )0,000 .000
5,000 .047 45,000 .341 20,OGO .056
1000 .084 40,000 .298 30,000 .100

15,000 t 123 35,000 .254 40,000 .146
20,000 .132 30,000 .228 50,000 .236
25,000 .170 25,000 .190 55,000 .242
30,000 .202 20,000 .152 60,000 .307
35,000 .204 15,000 .142 61,000 .329
40,000 .232 10,000 .05
45,000 .263 5,000 .055
50,000 .306 1,000 .029

* See Hysteresis Curve Fig. I).

** Force multiplying pulley arrangement was installed to obtain higher loadings.



TABLF II

TENSION ELONGA T ION DATA FOR WIRE ROPE SAMPLE NO. 3

Gage Length - 60 inches

Load Elongr o
1%bs) (ins)

1,000 .000
5,000 .103

10,000 .152
15,000 .184
20,000 .224
25,000 .260
30,000 .296
35,000 .335
40,000 .366
45,000 .410
50,000 .433
55,000 .494
60,000 .528

Wire rope failed at 66,500 pounds.

TABLE Il

TENSION ELONGATION DATA FOR SYNTHETIC ROPE SAMPLE NO. 1

Gage Length - 60 inches

Load Elongation
Ibs) (iaM)

1,000 0.00
2,000 0.50
5,000 2.00

10,000 4.31
15,000 6.50
20,000 8.44
25,000 10.63

Synthetic rpe failed at 29,200 poundi.



TABLE IV

ROTATION AND ELONGATION DATA FOR WIRE ROPE

(Cut&w Measurements)

Lcod M.men No. Elongation Rotaton

(Ibs) *WOW(egee)
200 0 0

4,100 2 6/64 0
7,800 4 7/64 45

11,800 6 14/64 90
15,400 8 12/64 135

OAboratary Measurements)

Load Soecmen No. EonMgtion Rotation

(lbs) tons) (derees)
200 0 0

4,100 2 5/64 20
7,800 4 10/64 5

11,800 6 13/64 9
15,40 8 17/64 4



TAKE V

ROTATION AND ELONGATION DATA FOR SYNTHETIC ROPE

Load pime, No. E1ot Ro :o

200 0 0

2,250 1 411/64 0

4,500 3 7 3264 225

6,900 7 943/64 45

9,000 5 20 5/64 135
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* TABLE XVII

WEIGHTS OF INDIVIDUAL MOVING COMPONENTS USED IN
DY,,NAMiC RESPONSE TESTS

Driving End

Weight and Basket 670 lbs 6 oz
Beam and Clevis 73 l bs 7 oz
Pillow Block Shaft I11 lbs 15 oz
LVDT Actuator Core 2 !bs 0Ooz
Turnbuckle Assembly 21 lbs 3 oz

Driven End

Weight and Basket 1,127 lbs 5 oz
Beam & Clevis 76 lbs 3 oz
Pillow Block Shaft I Ilbs 11 oz
LVDT Actuato- Core 3 lbs 14 oz
Turnbuckle Assembly 21 l bs 12 oz

Wire Rope Test Sample with Fittings 171 l bs 7 oz
Synthetic Rope Test Sample Fittings 69 lbs 8 oz
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Fig. 12 Elongation was Measured after
Oscillation Stopped.
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Fig 13 Typical Result Showing the Absence of Kink Forratons when the Load
was So.ddenly Released in the Rctation-Kink Test of the Wire Rope Scrnples.



Fig. 14 Typiral Result Showing th~e Absence of Kink Formation when the
Loads were Suddenly Released in the Rototion-Kknk Test of the
Synthetic Rope Samples.
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APPENDIX A

DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF LEVER ARM RATIO

Ccnsideration

in the ocean: a rope of undetermined length. The dampening effects
or sea water were not considered.

The frequency is

where K = - and T
AE

hence K =AE

L,MLIC, ¥LI
Let C = AE-

then

~Cj

Cortsideeation il

In the ioboromty. (Refer to Fig. 16.)

AE
C4I

wherk~ 7- ;= ;
' T

hence

7AE2 T

'a
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To cbtcin ti- same loading in tie labcratory as expected on the ocean
rope, a pivot. Leam was used with a force ,nusipliar of I.

a

M J?fl0

ar'

ther

CII

It con be s.Ln that the equivalent length of oar.mi rope to give the some
frtenctes at in the iob toy test, rom isI x " This is qal !o i5 L2 so

thai 115 feet of labomrt-ry tet rope sin.uloted an ocean rapt lengih of 1,725 feet.

A list of symbols.

a = Beam iever a ,e.g.., shot lerh.

A = Cr* sectiorol area of rope-

C = Constalt fE-

E = o&Ilus of elasticity of rope.

K Spripg o..otont cf ocean :ope.

k Spning coxtant of laboratory ropo.

= Beam vier ann. length, IorV length.

L, = Lert6, of aoean rop*.

La=Length11 of krborutcry I= e -

M = ass in ocen.

m = Moss in k~boratory.

T = Rope teonion.

= APWilar frejencie3 in raodons per secand.

=ElO-4wa ion.
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